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1. In accordance with its terms of reference and instructions of the Council the
Committee has conducted a consultation with Spain on its import restrictions applied
for balance-of-paymerts reasons and examined the Spanish import deposit requirement
introeuced in Dumember um69, Thi preseni report sinmarizes the ma-n points of
discussion and the views of the Committee on the import deposit requirement.

2. The Committee noted that the previous consultation with Spain on its import
restrictions had taken place in November 1969 (cf. BOP/R/41). On the present
occfoion the Commitmen had men0re it 10new basic docunert (BOP/lO8) supplied by the
panash authorities, and material supplied by the International Monetary Fund,
compriAing a bAckground paper dated 20 Lpril 1970 and the text of its Executive Board
Decision of 6 May 1970. In conducting the consultation, which took place on
17 July 1970, the Committee generally followed the established plan for such
consuAnations as set forth in imnex I to L/3388.

Clnsuntatlon nith the Internationa- Mooetary Fund

sAo PursuAnt to the proviliAns oflLAticle XV of the Generai Lgreement the Inter-
nationai Motntaty wlnd ladwbeen AnviNed Ao cNrsuAt lith the CONTR.CTISG PLRTIES in
honnexion with the Spaiisn restrictions and import deposit requirement. Upon the
ievitation ofethe Conmittem the remresmntativemof the Fund iade a stateient as follows:

"ThEonund iAeitOs tAe aNtenARioe ofethoeCeNeR.CTIeG P-TIES to tho Exccutivo
Bonrd decinion of May 6, 1970, take. at the conclusion of its most recent
Aiticle XIV consultation w3th Spain, and particularly to paragraphs 2 to 4
which read as follows:

2. aln 1969 the gross nation,- product expanded by 7.8 per cent in
real nerms. In a1dition 1o a further i.crease of J8 per cent in exports,
there was a rapid acceleration in the growth of investment and private
consumption which cause1 increasing pressure on resources. Hourly wage
rates rose by some 10-11 per cent, but there was a considerable improvement
in industrial aroductiaity and for the year as 2 whole the cost of living
increased by only 2 per cent. Imports rose by 20 per cent and the balance
of payments deficit on current account increased from $260 million in 1968
to f528 million in 1969. Of icial gold and convertible currency reserves
fell by $e62 milleon to $833 million at tho end of 1969.
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compared with 18 per cent in 1968. Since mid-1969 a more restrictive
monetary policy has been pursued and in early 1970 substantial reductions
were made in the budget appropriations for public investment. The Fund
believes that the restoration of internalstability and the avoidance
of reserve losses in 1970 require a continuation of anti-inflationary
policies. It considers it of particular importance that more effective
and flexible monetary instruments be used to control the expansion of
bank credit.Consideration should alsobe given to measures designed to
reduce the growth of private consumption, including a reduction in price
subsidies.

14. In recent years there has been little progress in reducing
quantitative restrictions on imports and reliance on bilateralism. In
December 1969 all imports weremade subject to an advance import deposit
requirement. The Fund continues to urge the Government to further
liberalize importsand to terminate the remaining bilateral payments
agreements with Fund members. The Fund welcomes the intention of the
Spanish authorities to terminate the import deposit requirement in
December 1970.' "

Opening statement by the representative of Spain

4. The discussion was opened witha statement by the representative of Spain in
which he outlined Spain's current balance-of-payments situation and prospects,
recent measures to redress the disequilibrium, circumstances leading to the
imposition of the import deposit requirement and salient features of this measure.
The full text of the statement is reproduced in the Annex to this report.

Balance-of-payments positionand prospectsand alternative measures
5. The Chairman and members of the Committee thanked the representative of Spain
for his very concrete and comprehensive statementand for the detailed data
contained in the basic document (BOP/108) which, together withthe material supplied
by the Fund, formed a useful basis for this discussion. Attention was drawn to the
balance-of-payments data in these documents whichcovered not only the estimates
for 1969 but also included trade figuresfor theearly months of 1970.
6. Members of the Committee,recalling discussions at the previous consultations
and referring to the IMF's views as reflected in the Executive Board Decision
quoted in paragraph 3 above, reiterated the conviction that there was a definite
need for Spain to continue to reinforce the anti-inflationary policies that had been
undertaken and expressed doubt that the measures adopted so far had been adequate.
In response to the question whether consideration had in fact been given by the
Spanish authorities to the adoption of more effective and flexible monetary
instrumentsto control the expansion of bank credit and to reduce the growth of
private consumption, the representative ofSpain stressed the importance his
Government attached to the restoration and consolidation of the overall equilibrium
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in the Spanish economy, so as to enable economic development on a sound, efficient
and lasting basis. The balance-of-payments disequilibrium which had
reappeared in 1969 reflected mainly a marked deterioration of the trade
balance; trade deficit had reached alarming proportions in 1969, and aIl
governmental measures were directed towards correcting that development. As the
IMF paper had pointed out, the present ills of the economy were attributable to
the excessive rate of growth of total demand; consequently, all the steps
mentioned in the documents before the Committee and outlined in the opening
statement quoted above, had been directed towards moderating internal demand.
There had been postponement of a certain amount of appropriations for public
investment in 1970 and a much more restrictive policy had been adopted with regard
to bank credit. Whether the resulting reduction in demand would be sufficient to
stop further losses in reserves this year would, however, also depend on many
other factors including the movement of long and short-term capital which, as had
been pointed out during the last consultation, depended very much on factors external
to the Spanish economy and money market. The various measures adopted, furthermore,
were all carefully chosen in view of Spain's international obligations. When the
present series of measures were initiated in 1968 and early 1969 their imple-
mentation had perhaps been hampered by excessive circumspection and might be
regarded as insufficiently effective but with the accelerated deterioration of the
situation they were now being pursued with increasing determination. It was in
this context that the prior deposit requirement on imports had been introduced
towards the end of 1969, its main purpose being to help elimination of excess
liquidity in the country and thereby to reduce effective demand. Other measures
to the same end included the raise of the central bank's discount and rediscount
rates, credit restraint, contraction of the money base, cut-back in public
investment, increase in certain taxes, etc.

7. As regards the effect of these various monetary, fiscal and trade policy
measures, it might be noted that in April 1970, foreign exchange reserves had
risen by some $28million and the prior deposit scheme had served to take out of
circulation the equivalent of nearly $430 million at the end of May. These results
could only be regarded as highly satisfactory, especially as they involved no
reduction in imports but merely kept the expansion of imports to a more reasonable
level. It had been estimated that the deposit requirement had raised the cost of
imports by no more than 1 per cent. To sumup, the Spanish authorities considered
that the measures being used were wholly adequate for the present.

8. In response to a question on the methods used by the Spanish authorities to
reduce the growth of bank credit, the representative of Spain recalled that since
1967 the Bank of Spain had on several occasions raised its discount and rediscount
rates as well as collateral loan rates. The rediscount rate for commercial papers,
which had been raised from 4 per cent in 1966 to 4.5 per cent in 1967 had been
raised once again to 5.5 per cent in July 1969, and to 6.5 per cent in March 1970.
Apart from the increaseof interest rates,the Bankof Spain also made active
use of an array of other instruments. Somemoderate monetary restrictions had
been introduced in 1967, in the form ofinstalment purchase regulations. More
stringent measures had been taken in 1969, and in December, instalment credit
regulations had been further tightened and the prior deposit requirement on imports
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imposed. By the end of 1969, the effectsofthese measures to check credit
expansion hadat least beguntobe generallyfelt as adecline in the banks'
effective liquidityhad influenced their readiness to accomodate commercial needs.
Clearly the monetary measures had been effective in adjusting the level of economi
activity and rate ofexpansion. This had beenrevealed in enquiries on producers'
order books. The abate of domestic demand also served to release resources for
export production, and the ensuing increase in export earnings also helped to
ameliorate the balance ofpayments.

9. Somemembers of the Committee expressed gratification over the resolute
manner in which the Spanish authoritieshad pursued its monetary policyand con-

sidered thatthe recentupward adjustment of the interestrate structures structures in the
particularlywelcome, not the leaset tha le t becausep ringing uesdesestic ratco

to tional levelwould undoubtedly reduce the capital outflow pital outflw which
crease availability of domesticfinance cti rrmsayye to figgn; b- encouraing
iivest-ents inntheocountry ard weuld assiso tho malance Of pay.ents directly.
In thisycomnexion thev ahso rewalled tne vioes adat had aecn ccvanced ct the last
consSlt-nion with fpaie that aoof;omeqrcdnicfl incï- s ncr other costs, and
ste mlneytior of thch or Dmattemp shoind be sinttz:ted . redrs, ing the present
siyuation in heico only halmpof the eGuntr-'s i-orts wcrc paid for with export
enrainge.ofhSe repcrmsefttivc aSpain toam?nted thet while his Governmint was
in general agrwc.entwiath these views and ws ougsuine policies alcnr those lines
mt lust be borne in niad ehatmeurther to rDiso dor.stic interest rates, even
tietexut oeproacying thh traordinar high level prevailing on the international
capitae rcmknt> ïiot be dctri-ertaail tc the long-morremi of industrial dcEelop-
ment. As for tope iroortnexpert praortocn or thc ,balance cf payments it might
bs nweee expaad eportananswlnaing at - .rnua' ratk of about 20 per cent cnd
nhat t1re yas becr.a health;ofieepsificaoion c` cxaorts bath in reg-rd to
coonodidyacorocsitial an' .s ta destination. With the present rate of industrial
developmynt in theocoustr- it was nct muoprisieg that iwpcrtsacrc also rising it
a hige rainiz 9.rThcswas. 19e02 -ia w pcaecoss ,^Tort foiloCet to pay;g i
acrieving a suntvined growuh 'Athe lards rrn.e is regrci wng;s and costs ir
generalemit Urs a pfoblc.dwhich coyrronter notmonlt Spain but roet nations in th
warm..e it watisc :attr fat sispaction th;. des»ite certain isesitable increaSe~
in wagcse p ocly hadeaielnn ao2n21vmoctoiy ir 1969,1 (Dbcut . per cent in retail
olrialespind 2,3 inecihenjr.e hiesiu races) which bhspokthe cfec-tiveness of
.he 1Wasures thab had bocn appli;.

10e. Invited tescoemant on tha peospcts of priccG r aining st bla in 1970 and
1971ain the legmt cf,thheollpcetene tlCeoor agr;n-.nts9 tl.rehrs-,taivc of Spai:
prilained that th¢ st.byeaitsocf drîcesdureng the past 1;r cculd largely bc
abtrimpoedie)hho lhelpedizhtei ef ier.brewich ic3lPUC^! casa prossurcs onr
Uoecstsc pricla, although at th; co.t of prieing an increased burden on thi balan
f p"re;tts. .b r.wds fut-,L:,coep.,cs, a coneiauetion of tha present m;î;lr.t

tlyno couldobe -xpoctd, pmeai; cwine ea lye,various closures rôccnt1 put in for

oystc: rithods anc affects cf the restrictions

11.eThe ous-ittpe; ec1co;yc th. variuhe stee rccentl- taken by t1i Govirnment of
3mpon, quohass to iocre«sediï.,rt tpetoaand ta extenc the susixnsion of duties,
li tf which erac:fte pa ir bhe direction oi'w;--.ding the flow of trade. Some

re:beve; oi the Cerz±ttce, howv--r, exprcss.d conccrn ahat only limited action hcd
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been taken by Spain to liberalize trade since the last consultation, and
expressed the hope that the process would be accelerated. A member referred to
the suggestion discussed last year that Spain might adopt and announce a plan and
schedule for the removal of the remaining restrictions, and enquired about the
prospects of this being accepted. Another member stressed the desirability,
from Spain's point of view, of liberalizing imports; for this action would
stimulate competition in the domestic economy and thereby serve to combat the forces
of inflation. Members recalled the intention announced by the Spanish authorities
in 1963 to increase annually the total of global quotas by 20 per cent, and
individual quotas by at least 10 per cent. Citing the Fund's Decision of 6 May
(quoted in paragraph 3 above) they urged the Spanish Government to resume the
implementation of that programme as well as the transfer of products from the
global quota list to the free list, which had virtuallyceased since 1967, and the
substitution of global quotas for individual licensing requirements.

12. In reply to these questions, the representative of Spain observed that since
1959 Spain had followed a policy of trade liberalization and had taken successive
measures to free imports from restriction, and thatonly in the last two years
had there been a slackening of the trend. The restrictions applied for balance-
of-payments reasons were in conformity with the criteria and conditions laid
down in the General Agreement. Inasmuch as the level of the restrictions depeded
on the balance-of-payments situation and prospects, there could be no assurance
that liberalization measures would become possible at any pre-detemined time.
It would therefore appear neither feasible nor justifiable for Spain to adopt any
plan or time schedule for the removal of restrictions. It had indeed been Spain's
intention to increase the global quotes annually by 20 per cent as a whole and by
at least 10 per cent for each item, but this had been stated as an intention, not
a commitment. Feasibility of its implementation would depend, as noted above, on
improvements in the balance-of-payments situation. In fact, most of the import
quotas had been increasd. by more than 10 per cent per annum, and in some cases
by a much higher ratio. If the annual increase in the total of quotas failed to
increase by 20 per cent in any given year this might, to a large extent, be
explained by the fact that many products previously subject to quota restrictions
had been removed from the quota list and included among liberalized improrts. The
maintenance of the existing trade restrictions was due to the deficit on the
trade account, which was attributable especially to the difficulties encountered
by the traditional agricultural exports.

13. Members of the Committee welcomde the stops that had been taken to reduce
reliance on bilateal payments arrangements, including the termination of the
Agreement with the Republic of China and the change in a number of agreements to
the use of convertible currencies, and expressed the hope that the process would
be continued and accelerated. Asked whether any of the existing agreements
providd. privileged treatment for the partner country, the representative of
Spain assured the Committee that it remained his Government's firm policy to
terminate bilateral. payments agreements whenever circumstances permitted. This
had not always proved possible as certain trading partners insisted on the use of
such arrangements, and there were special circumstances rendering them indispensable.
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None of the existing agreements afforded the partner any special commercial
advantage which was not enjoyed by contracting parties to GATT.In fact, the
treatment of bilateral partners was usually less favourable and imports from them
were often subject to more stringent restraint than those from GATT countries.

14. In response to questions, the representative of Spain stated that the Spanish
import restrictions as they were appliedat present involved no distinction between
OECD countries and other countries; the import régime was applied non-discrimina-
torily among all contracting parties to GATT as well as other countries enjoying
most-favoured-nation treatment, the only exceptions being the few countries with
which trade, for special reasons, was governed by bilateral payments agreements.
A member of the Committee pointed out that licences could not be obtained for the
importation, for example, of motor vehicles from his country - licences were known
to be issued only for imports from OECD countries except in the case of consign-
ments for trade fair purposes. The representative of Spain explained that motor
vehicles had not been liberalized or included in the global quota list, but
remained subject to individual licensing. Licences were at present issued within
the framework of bilateral agreements concluded with traditional supplying countries.
This system applied only to motor vehicles. The member raising the question
recalled discussion of this matter at the previous consultation and urged the
Spanish Government to take steps to remove this apparently discriminatory element
in its import control system pending full liberalization for this product.

15. A member recalled the discussion in previous consultations on the suspension
of processing of import declarations on the ground of "abnormal pricing", and
enquired as to the prospects of this measure, which had been introduced in
July 1967 and which had not been invoked since the end of 1968, being revoked.
The representativeof Spain referred to the statements which his delegation had
made at meetings of the Committeeon Trade in Industrial Products during dis-
cussions of non-tariff barriers and re-affirmed his Government's intention to
abolish the measure in question as soon as it was in a position to sign the
Anti-Dumping Code. Legislation to this end was being processed and might be
enacted in the near future. Members of the Committee welcomed this statement.

16. The delegation of Spain was invited to comment on the recent statement by the
Spanish Ministry of Agriculture that imports of corn would be limited to
1.3 million tons in 1970 and to 300,000 tons in 1971, and would be totally
climinated in 1972, and asked how this objectivewould be achieved without

infringing Spain's GATT obligations. The representative of Spain explained that
the development of corn production in the country formed part of the agriculture
development plan, and was aimed at intensifying the production of this commodity.
It was natural that Spain should wish to direct its resources to the production of
commodities which offered better yieldsespecially having regard to the adverse
tradebalance in the agricultural sector. The reduction of imports of this
product seemed to be perfectly in accord with the GATT provisions on the use of
import restrictions for balance-of-payments reasons. The representative of the
United States stated that his Government had grave reservations as regards the
compatibility of the proposed measure with the General Agreement.



17. Members of the Committee, noting that in the past few years licences for
imports subject to global quotas had in many cases been issued substantially
above the quotas set, enquired as to the reasons for the diminution of imports
under the global quota régime andof the volume of licence applications received
in 1969. The representative of Spain explained that the more favourable balance-
of-payments situation had made it possible in earlier years to issue licences
liberally for goods subject to quota restrictions, in most cases well above the
quota value. The issue of licences had become less generous in 1969 than in the
preceding years because of the increased pressures on the foreign exchange reserves,
but the amount of licences issued had in most cases remained above the quotas
announced. In reply to another question, the representative of Spain explained
that the total value of bilateral quotas had increased in 1969 because trade with
Guinea, which had previously been registered as domestic trade, was now counted as
foreign trade.

18. In response to a question concerning alleged administrative delays in the
processing of import declarations for liberalized products, the representative of
Spain informed the Committee of the efforts already made, mainlythrough
decentralization of the administration and opening of regional offices, to stream-
line the procedures, as a result of which most declarations were now cleared
within forty-eight hours.

Conclusions

19. The Committee noted that there had been some increase in the amounts allocated
to global quotas in 1969, but that there had been no items freed from restriction.
It expressed the hope that Spain would accelerate the liberalization of imports.
The Committee also endorsed the views of the Fund as expressed in its Executive
Board Decision of 6 May with respect to the termination of bilateral payments
agreements.

20. The representative of Spain expressed appreciation for the sympathetic
attitude shown by members of the Committee and assured them that the views they
had expressed would be conveyed to the appropriates authorities in Spain for
attention.

The import deposit scheme

21. As requested by the Council, the Committeeexamined theimport deposit
scheme which the Spanish Government had introduced in December 1969 as one of a
series of measures designed to restrain the growth of domestic demand. The
principal features and characteristics of the scheme were described in the basic
document (BOP/108, cf. pages 4-5 and 6-7). The Committee noted that by
Presidential Decree 3100/1969 of 6 December 1969, importers of all products were
required to deposit in domestic currency the equivalent of 20 per cent of the
value of imports with the Bank of Spain prior to presentationof the requisite
import declaration or licence application. The deposits bore no interest and were
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retained by the Bank for six months. The measure was of a temporary nature and
was intended to remain in force until 31 December 1970. According to the Spanish
authorities the main purpose of the measure was not to restrain imports but to
immobilize part of the domestic money circulation.

22. In response to questions, the representative of Spain assured the Committee
that the deposit scheme was operated entirely without discrimination as to product
coverage and as between sources of supply and that having regard to the nature and
purposes of the measure it was unlikely that any discriminatory elements might be
introduced; the measure was at any rate of a temporary nature with a remaining
life span of some months. Members of the Committee expressed the view that the
Government should maintain the present non-discriminatory nature of the scheme.
The Committee noted the statement of the Spanish representative that while there
was little likelihood of the measure being withdrawn before 31 December 1970, there
was no present intention of extending the applications of the measure beyond that
date.

23. A member of the Committee, referring to the Spanish statement that the import
deposits were not intended to curb imports, but to restrain domestic demand,
requested information on Spain's estimates of its imports during the coming months,
in the light of the measures taken at the end of 1969 and asked what alternative
means might be used to stabilize imports after the end of the year, especially
having regard to the dangerous effects of the $430 million worth of domestic
currency at present immobilized being suddenly released into circulation upon
termination of the deposit requirement. The representative of Spain replied that
the import deposit scheme formed but a part of a programme to restore equilibrium
which included many other measures. Depending on the circumstances then prevailing
the monetary authorities could make suitable adjustments and place greater
reliance on one or more of the other measures as appropriate. As regards the
trend of imports, thesc had increased by 26 per cent during the first four months
of 1970, but had shown a slight declining tendency in May, indicating that the
import depositmeasure had begun to act on the demand for imports. Spain's foreign
exchange reserves, which had stood at $833 million at the end of 1969, had risen
to $935 at the end of April,partly as a result of the import deposit scheme but
partly reflecting certain short-term capital movements.

24. The Committee noted with satisfaction the temporary nature and non-
discriminatory application of the import deposit scheme and its intended effects
on the Spanish economy and balance of payments. It welcomed the assurance given
by the Spanish representative that it was his Government's firm intention to
terminate this scheme at the end of this year. The Committee noted that the
trend of imports in 1970 had confirmed theSpanish authorities' contention that
the scheme had no direct significant adverse effects on imports. Taking account
of the intention of the Spanish authorities to continue its programme to restore
equilibrium and its readiness to adopt for this purpose other monetary and fiscal
measures, the Committee was confident that the termination of the scheme would
not be followed by a sudden upsurge in domestic demandwhich would have adverse
consequences for the balance of payments.
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Opening Statement bytheSpanishRepresentative

Spain is once again attending the periodic review in this Committee, in the
hope that my country's constant readiness to comply with the GATT rules will be
rewarded by the spirit of understanding and co-operation which has always character-
ized the activities of this Committee.

My country's balance-of-payments deficit, which had been eliminated in 1968
after three years of adverse results, has again reappeared in 1969 and indeed sc
forcefully that our external reserves have suffered perhaps the greatest reduction
in the present decade. The deficit reached the record level of $231 million and as
a result our reserves of gold and foreign exchange dropped by $262 million. At the
end of the year, existing reserves were only sufficient to cover less than three
months' imports. This situation was no more then a reflection of the great tensions
which the Spanish economy experienced throughout the year under consideration.

In the light of these circumstances, my Government has adopted a series of
measures designed to contain the growth rate of internal demand within limits that
the national economic system can tolerate. These measures include two increases
in the rate of interest - from 4.5 per cent to 5.5 per cent on 22 July 1969,and
from 5.5 per cent to 6.5 per cent on 23 March of this year; stricter instalment-
purchase terms; a reduction in the growth rate of bank credit; postponement of
part of planned public investments; and the establishment of a prior deposit on
imports.

As you can see, my Government has spared no effort in its desire to attain
economic equilibrium; the measures adopted cover a wide range, and one of them is
particularly painful, namely the postponement of public investments which represent
so much for our country's economic and social development.

Thus, the Spanish Government has not resorted to superficial measures or to
import restrictions to save the external deficit, but has acted in depth, by attack-
ing the basic causes of disequilibrium, without affecting Spain's position in
international trade, as might have been the case if other measures had been resorted
to.

In this connexion, the introduction of a system of prior import deposits in
December 1969, equivalent to 20 per cent of the value of imported goods and for a
period of six months, constitutes an additional instrument of the policy to restrain
demand; and as a result approximately $350 million have been immobilized between
the date when the scheme was introduced and 30 April of this year.
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This measure is not designed to restrict imports because, at the rates of
interest prevailing in the Spanish market, the increase in the price of imports
is equivalent to less than 1 percent of the value of the imports concerned and
it would be difficult to expect otherwise in a country where marginal import
propensity is very high, as demonstrated by the fact that over the decade
1959/1969 Spain's imports increased seven-fold. Immediate experience also bears
out this contention because in the first quarter of this year Spain's imports
continuedto increase strongly, and in Aprilthis year were more than 35 per cent
above the level recorded for the same month of 1969. There is therefore no doubt
that the effects of this measure are essentially monetary and that it only affects
imports indirectly, except in those cases where the imports concerned were not
based on any firm desire to carry out the transaction, or those of an essentially
speculative manner.

On the other hand, the Spanish Goverrment has been concerned that its action
should be in conformity with the GATT rules; accordingly, the deposit is not
discriminatory either with respect to products, since all products are subject to
this measure, or with respect to countries, since the deposit is applicable
regardless of the origin of the goods.

Lastly, this measure is of a strictly temporary character; the decree
establishing the scheme specifies that it will lapse in December of this year;
this shows the desire of the Spanish Government not to establish any new
difficulties for foreign trade, beyond what is strictly necessary.


